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Bakame Editions
Abana
b’inkubaganyi
This book talk about
three very stubborn
children and what
triggered them to no
longer be stubborn.

Imvugo Idasanzwe

Akaro gahire
A child was given a
grain of a plant as an
heirloom. His grandmother promised him
that if he protects it, it
will eventually give him
a cow or a wife. Find
along the story what
happened to the grain
and whether the boy
got what was promised
to him by his grandmother.

A tale about unity and solidarity in animals
of the forest when facing drought, and they
have to find a solution together.
P4-P6, P1-P3

Bakame na
Ruhinyura

Explore nature with a boy named
Kaneza.

The story is about a
man who was outsmarted by animals over his
complaints that the animals were eating maize
from his field.

P1-P3, Pre-primary (Read Aloud)

Suggested reading level

Gira Amatsiko

Karisa wa Munyantamati
Kalisa was sent to fetch water but got distracted along the way and got into trouble
at the river; how did he manage to go back
home safely?

P1-P3 (Read Aloud)

Isaro rya gatatu
This story is about a warrior that
was given three gemstones,
each with a specific meaning
and use. However, he doesn’t
have the third gemstone, read
the story and find out what was
the third gemstone and how he
found it.
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Mutamu wo mu Bisi
bya Huye
This story is about a warrior
that was given three gemstones, each with a specific
meaning and use. However, he
doesn’t have the third gemstone, read the story and find
out what was the third gemstone and how he found it.

Ubucuti bw’Imbeba
n’Inzovu
Ratsi and Elephant were best
friends until the day Ratsi betrayed
Elephant in a difficult time. Will
Elephant ever forgive him?
P4-P6, P1-P3

Umwana mu muryango Nyarwanda
Know more about universal children’s
rights.

Umukobwa
w’ingona
The beautiful crocodile’s daughter has
tough conditions
for contenders;
Bakame, the most
cunning animal of
the forest, knows
to get around those
conditions.
P4-P6

Uruhimbi rwa Nyanka
Ubutungutungu
In a far far away kingdom,
a flock of birds invaded
all the crops; however, a
group of children knew
how to stop them. Do
you want to know their
soultion? You will find it in

A well written story about a
discovering journey of a great
secret.
P4-P6, P1-P3 (for Read Aloud)

the book.
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Cactus Publishers
Kaneza na Muneza
Kaneza na Muneza is a
child-friendly book about
friendship and loyalty.
P1-P3

Agakino gasekeje
Two young boys like to play football in the compound with their
friend Simba. Let’s see who will
score the goals!

Tuzi kubara
An exciting counting
book that will take you in
a typical rural Rwanda
neighborhood.
P1-P2

P1-P3

Vumera

Inyamanswa z’iwacu
Nkunda ibidukikije

Discription of Story
Suggested reading level

Vumera is a lovely
and useful cow that
provides for an entire
family. Do you know of
a Vumera in your life?
P1-P2

A book on the beauty of a healthy
envirnoment.

Simba n’inshuti ze
Manzi and Nshuti want a dog, really, really badly. Will their Dad fulfill
their biggest dream?
P1,P2, Pre-primary
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Espace Litteraire Soma

Ejo hazaza
A teacher helps students
to envision for their
future and asks them
questions about jobs
they wish to do.
P2-P3

Kina
Why games are important for the health of the
children.
P1-P2

Ni iyihe ivuga mbere
Kanyeshyamba and his children ask
birds to know the first to wake people
up.
P2-P3

Rugero na Gihozo
Rugero and Gihozo could be
role models to other children
because of their good behaviors at home and at school.
P1-P2
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Excel Educat
Agatabo Byishimo

Akabanga k’ubwenge

Have you ever travelled
far with a book? the book
Byishimo will give you the
same experience.
P1-P2

Through the eyes of the Elder of the village,
you will learn the importance of reading.
P2-P3

Amatungo iwacu
mu rugo
Amatungo iwacu mu rugo
is an informative book on
domestic animals and their
different features.
Pre-Primary P1-P3

Akamanzi
akunda gukina
umupira

Akanyoni mu mvura
One day at Muhire’s house, it is
raining heavily and a little bird
crashes on a window and falls
down hurt. Muhire rescues it,
and will do anything possible
to heal the little bird. With help
from his parents, will the little
bird survive?
P1-P3, Pre-primary (Read Aloud)

Imbusane
A concept book about
opposites. The book
features photos of children taken by children
of GS Rugarama.
P1-P3, Pre-primary
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Akamanzi loves to play
football but everyone
doubts of her capacity.
She decides to prove
them that she is able.

Amazi inshuti yange
A story on the gran importance
of water in our lives.

Gira ubuzima
bwiza
A book on the importance of hygiene in
everyday life.

Impyisi n’akana
k’impongo
Impyisi n’akana k’impongo is a story about
family love, protection
and loyality
P1-P3

tion Partners
Ineza yiturwa indi
A good deed brightens a
dark world.

Ingona
idasanzwe
In a remote village by a
river, there was a couple
that wanted children.
They made a deal with a
crocodile and had twins.
Will they be able to pay
their debt?

P2-P3

P1-P3

Inshuti eshatu

Inshinga

A story on mishaps of
three good friends and
how they ended being
what they are.

A concept book about
verbs. The book features photos of children
taken by children of GS
Rugarama.
P1-P3, Pre-primary

Iriba rya
Nonko

Inzozi
z’abana
bato

You will find interesting strong about
a unique well of
Nonko in this book.

What is your
dream career
when you grow
up? Children talk
about dreams in
this books.

Ku isoko
A concept book about
the market. The book
features photos taken
by children of GS Rugarama who show us
you can find anything at
Rugarama market.

Inzovu isekeje
A story about a lovely elephant that was beloved in its
village.

Natwe dukine
agapira
There is a football
match in the forest.
What team do you think
will win the cup?

P1-P3, Pre-primary

Keza n’inkoko ye
Keza has a new hen, and
now they are best friends!
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Nkunda
amatungo
Cyusa is a young
a boy who will
take you on a
counting tour
around his parents’ farm.
P1-P3, Pre-primary

Ndi Giti ndavuga
Through mache-made pictures,
Giti the tree will narrate its life.
A great way to teach about
saving the environment and
preserving trees.
P1-P3, Pre-primary

Ubucuti bwa
Bakame n’imbeba
Do all all friendships resist ups
and downs?

Nzi amabara
A concept book about
colors. The book
features photos taken
by children of GS Rugarama who show us
that everyday life can
be very colorful when
you look carefully
around you.
Level: P1-P3, Pre-primary

Nkunda Inyamaswa
zo mu gasozi
A concept book on wild animals. The book features different animals found in Rwanda
using attractive illustrations.
P1-P3, Pre-primary (Read Aloud)

Ntwari n’ikabutura
ye
Ntwari is afraid to go out
because his shorts are torn;
what will he do to be able to
go and play with his friends?

Umuganura kwa
Nyogokuru
A child takes us on the
adventure of umuganura
celebration as a family.

Umwambaro w’intore
Umwambaro
w’intore is an
informative book
on the cultural
dressing of
intore.
Pre-Primary P1-P3

Umurenge wa Rugarama
A concept book about the sector
of Rugarama. The book features
photos taken by children of GS
Rugarama who take us on a tour of
their small town.
P1-P3, Pre-primary
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Tumenye Series
A series of non-fiction books
on some of the amazing
animals that live in Rwanda.
The book presents to the
reader facts about each
animal, with colorful photographs and interesting
wildlife information.
Level: P1-P3, Pre-primary (Read
Aloud)
I think we are missing some
of these books - dc

UBUNTU PUBLISHERS
UTUNYANGE
Learn to count with the beautiful birds.

URUTARE RWA
KAMEGERI
A recount of the historic
events of Kamegeri.
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Furaha Publishers
Bela ahinduka
igikomangoma

Alise ahura
n’ingagi

Bela is a young girl that
lives with her aunt. One
day, she receives a
visit from a talking giraffe
and learns that she has
been chosen to save the
giraffe kingdom.

One day, Alise runs
after a tourists’ car and
gets lost in a forest.
Exhausted, she falls
asleep and in the
morning she finds
herself in a beautiful
gorilla palace! Who
are those gorillas? Will
she ever be able to go
back home?

P1-P3, P4-P6

Fifi umukinnyi
w’umupira

P1-P3, P4-P6

Fifi the footballer is a
children’s story about one
young girl who was so
passionate about soccer.

Gasuku ku gasozi
kitsamura
In one village, sometimes
referred to as the Sneezing
village, everyone sneezed.
The story is about the relationship between people
that lived in that village and
3 unique parrots.
P1-P4 (Read Aloud)

Indege Safari, an adventurous plane,
takes a journey around the country of
a thousand hills. What will it discover in
Rwanda?
P1-P3

Intinsyi mu bunyobwa

Inzovu y’amayobera
Isango is a young, funny and
mysterious elephant who can do
magic! How will the family and
elephant community respond to
Isango being different?

This is a story of a family that lived by farming
peanuts but bad squirrels
kept stealing them until
the family had nothing
remaining for them to
eat. How will this family
survive?
P1-P3

P1-P4 (Read Aloud)

Indege Safari

P1-P6

Izina ridasanzwe
On his ninth birth day,
Alex decides not to go to
school. He takes a bus
going to the city instead
and eventually gets lost.
P1-P4 (Read Aloud)

Kagoma
n’inkoko
Mr. Rooster and his wife
Hen have 6 cute chicks
whom they guard carefully from Eagle. What will
happen when one day
the chicks are left home
alone?
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P1-P3

Yohani n’isabune
Yohani n’isabune is interesting children’s book
bringing hygiene in the
most friendly way and fun
to read.
P1-P6

Kazuba na Mazi

Sozi n’inka za
sekuru

In one village, water was
always hiding until one
young girl named Kazuba
decided to take action.

Sozi takes care of his
grandfather’s cows. One
day, he sees a cave with
cows that look like monuments. What happened
to these cows? Will Sozi
solve this mystery?

P1-P3 (Read Aloud)

P1-P3

Uko intare yabanye
n’izindi nyamaswa

Uduhunyira tubiri

A lion and tiger are very wicked
animals. One day all the other
animals decide to get together
and find a way make them kinder.
Will these animals succeed to
soften the heart of the lion and
the tiger?

Gato and Gakuru are two
owl siblings, both young and
curious. One day they decide to take their first walk in
the forest, will they be safe?
P1-P3

P1-P3

Nyiraneza
This a story about an albino girl who struggles to fit in at school because she looks
different from the rest of the children.
P1-P4 (Read Aloud)

Umusaza n’uruyuki
Umuryango w’igiti
cy’amacunga
The family of orange trees
is threatened by carpenters
who want to cut them down.
Will the helpless trees ever
be rescued from these carpenters?
P1-P3

This is a story of an old man
who was living alone and
developed an interesting
friendship with a bee. What
will happen when his family visits him? Will they get
along with the bee?
P1-P3

Umusozi
udasanzwe
Discription of Story Maria
and her parents’ home
was surrounded by
beautiful mountains. One
weekend they explored
one of the unique mountains that had a hole
going inside.
P1-P4 (Read Aloud)
REB Approval Pending
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Highland Publishers
Imbaragasa
n’isazi

Inkende n’akanyamasyo

Isazi is a very proud insect
who likes to show off to
Imbaragasa who is smaller
and quieter. But strength
always comes in different
and unexpected forms.

Monkey and Tortoise were good
friends. But when drought and
hunger hit the country, they had to
go to look for food for their families.
But one of them will cheat, and their
friendship will be hurt. Will they
ever be friends again?

P2,P3, Pre-primary (Read Aloud)

P2, P3, Pre-primary (Read Aloud)

Mababa
A heart-warming story
that shows that true
friendship goes beyond
all obstacles and backgrounds.

Kuzigama
Learn how to save when
you are still young, it will
help you to become a
better adult!

P2-P3

Ubwuzuzanye
ni ingirakamaro

Umuringa wa
Bugondo

Two siblings, a boy
and a girl, decide
one day to exchange their daily
activities to see who
works harder.

A boy, after discovering
that her sister was going
to marry a crook, decided
to save her.

P2, P3

P2, P3

Vurugutu mu isayo
A powerful story on solidarity and
problem solving.
P2-P4

G&I
Publishers
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Mpurumbugu
Nyamwaga
Mpurumbugu nyamwaga
is very creative book with
rich vocabularies about
unity and helping each
other.
P1-P6

IGA Publishers
Igiti Gitangaje
A cute concept note
about counting and
colors.
Pre-Primary

Maguguri
Maguguri is creative concept book about counting.
Pre-Primary reading level

Agakwavu Teta
A cute concept note about gardening.
Pre-Primary

Umunsi nakuze
Umunsi nakuze is a
beautifully illustrated concept book about transportation.
Pre-Primary

Ganza n’amatungo yo mu
rwuri Series

Umunsi wa
Pino

Ganza has a special gift and animals are
hs friends. Read and discover his adventures in his farm.

Umunsi wa Pino
is a lovely book
exploring a baby’s
day at home.
Pre-Primary

Kariza na Kaneza hakurya
y’ishyamba
Keza na Kaneza have
to learn a new skill but
the only person to teach
them was to be found
on the other side of the
forest, find out what hapUmutaka wa Pino pened to them.
Umutaka wa Pino is
P2, P3, Pre-primary (Read
lovely book exploring
Aloud)
a baby’s day with his
umbrella.
Pre-Primary

Kariza na Kaneza hafi y’ikiyaga
Kariza and Kaneza are
two sisters who live by
the river side, see what
happens when one day
a boat sinks with the
owners close to the
girls.
P1-P6
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Kibondo Editions
Amarembo y’amatsiko
Look at these footprints!
What do they mean?
Let’s discover it in this
book!

Akanyugunyugu
kange
A group of children are
playing outdoors and discover a beautiful butterfly
that they decide to follow.
What they discover at the
end of their adventure is
truly wonderful!

Baby book, pre-primary

Ibanga ryo gusoma
What is the secret behind
reading?

P1-P3

Dore akarabo
keza
A group of children will
take you on journey
discovering different
colors through the
beauty of flowers.
P1-P3, Pre-primary

Dore imikino
nkunda
A concept book about
games children like to
play in Rwanda.

Gasaro ajya ku
ishuri
It is the first day of school
for Gasaro and it is full of
surprises!
P1-P2

P1-P3, Pre-primary

Ibirenge bidasanzwe
The story follows mysterious
footprints that children found
in the
garden.

Igikoko mu mpinga
ya Muhungwe
Kibondo is back, and this time
he needs to help children
from a neighboring village.
WIll he succeed his new
mission?

Ikaze mwana
wacu
Ikaze mwana wacu is a
Imbeba yacu
poem book for expecting
A story of children that found an
parents to read to their
unborn or young babies. interesting mouse near the house
while running away to avoid bath
Parents
time.
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Injangwe n’imbeba y’inyaryenge
A beautifully-illustrated
picture book about a cat
and a mischievous rat.
Will the rat manage to
trick the cat?
P1-P3, Pre-primary

Inkende n’ingona
Money wants to go to the
animal party but crocodile is an
obstacle. What will it do to get
there?

Kibondo na
Nyagakecuru

Kanyugunyugu
na Jeri

Kibondo helps Nyagacuru carrying the pack
of wood for her. Read to
find out what reward she
gives him.

The two friends have a
special way to spend
their time together. How
do you spend time with
your friend?

Mariza abona
isomo
Mariza disobeys to her
mother who tells her to
go fetching the water,
and soon she learns a
lesson that she better
should listen to her
mother.
P1-P3, Pre-primary

Ntukihebe ugihumeka

Isengesho rya Kanyabwoya
Discription of Story
Suggested reading level

Nitwa Hope
Nitwa Hope, read the book
to discover what my day
looks like!

An empowering story of compassion, kindness, and education to
restart a life.

Rusaro n’ipusi
Rusaro’s cat disappeared
and she is worried! Would
you help her find it?

Nkumbuye kuragira
A fun story full of adventures of a boy when he is
taking care of the cattle in
the valley.

Rugero n’abana
b’ibirara
What will Rugero do now
that he meets children
with bad intentions? How
to deal with bullying from
other children?
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Sifa na Safari
bamenye izitera
amagi
Sifa and Safari found lost
eggs and they are looking
for their nestle: will they
find it? An exciting concept books on science.

Simba yiganye
Sine irabizira
As the crow tried to imitate
the partridge, it forgot its
own walking style.

Tumenye inyamaswa z’iwacu
A concept book about animals, colorful with pictures
designed by using the
collage technique.
P1-P3, Pre-primary

Umuganura ntazibagirwa
A young boy recounts
his memories from the
traditional day of harvest
celebration.
P1-P3
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Umwana Wange
A girl is fond of her toy
and doesn’t want anyone t
touch it.

Ububiko bw’imyenda ya Mama
Koko
Mama Koko wants to go
to a party and she tries to
decide the dress she will
put on! An exciting concept
book on counting and
colors.

Sinzakwibagirwa
nshuti nziza
Kagabo can’t walk and
wants to go to school.
Kibondo decides to help
him.

Ubwoba bwa Ntwari
Ntwari is afraid of the darkness. What will he do when a
blackout happens?

Umukara n’umweru
A concept book on shapes
and contrast.
Pre-Primary
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Mudacumura
Publishing House
Agakombe kange
A concept baby book
about his favorite toy.
Pre-Primary

Agati
A fun nostalgic book about
children’s games and fun
time.
P1-P6 (Read Aloud)

Bwiza
A heartwarming book
about a girl with a vision
impairment but who does
not see it as a limit for her
life.
P1-P6 (Read Aloud)

Akavumburamashyiga
Have you ever heard
of the fire monster that
scares children who
misbehave? Learn more
about it in this tale.

Amarangamutima
A concept book about how
we express different emotions. The book features
photos of real children photographed by other children in
Gicumbi District.
P1-P3, Pre-primary (Read Aloud)
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Fora ndi nde
An alphabet and animal
book, with a fun guessing
exercise on each page.
P1-P3

Igare ryange

Kanyange na Nyiramurobyi

This is a book about a boy
skillfully describing his
experience learning to ride
a bike.

Kanyange and her family
are facing drought and
famine. But Nyiramurobyi,
as a loyal old friend, will
help her and propose a
sustainable solution to
their problems. This is
a traditional story about
compassion and kindness.

P1-P6 (Read Aloud)

Imbeba isaba
umugeni
A tale of a rat that was
searching for a lover. Will
it be lucky this time?

P1-P3, Pre-primary (Read
Aloud)

Inzozi za Sugira igice
cya mbere
A story on Sugira’s dreams about
her mouth hygiene. It teaches
children to take care of their teeth.
P1-P3, Pre-primary (Read Aloud)

Izuba mu icupa
Izuba mu icupa is an
adventurous story of a
girl overcoming different
obstacles with cleverness
on her way to buy a book.

MAMA NIYANDUJE
A lovely wordless book on
a day’s events
between a baby
and mom.

P1-P6 (Read Aloud)

Kibuno mpa amaguru!
You may have wondered why
dogs and cats always fight.
This story will tell you why.
P1-P3, Pre-primary (Read Aloud)

Inyoni
zange
A lovely concept
book about colors and numbers.
P1-P3, Pre-primary
(Read Aloud)

Kiki na Nene
A story that takes place in a wonderland of fun, love and forgiveness.
P1-P3, Pre-primary (Read Aloud)
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Mwarariye iki
Two friends play a
game, guessing what
they had for dinner.

Neza
A concept book about a day in the life
of cute baby named Neza.
Pre-Primary

Mirimo n’akabuto
Mirimo has planted a seed
that keeps growing and
changing its shape.

Ni iyihe igira
amata meza
In the Akagera forest,
a doctor prescribes a
special medicine to a
baby cub. What is this
medicine? Where did it
come from?

Ubucuti bwa
Mpyisi na Ntama
Discover what Hyena
and Lamb decided to
do when their friendship
was suspicious to other
animals.

P1-P3, Pre-primary (Read
Aloud)

P1-P3, Pre-primary (Read
Aloud)

Mwenenguge
Mwenenguge is an
impressive story
about a chimpanzee’s desire to
become a king’s
warrior against all
odds.
P1-P6 (Read Aloud)

Umusambi n’igikeri
nyamabondo
Crown knew it had extraordinary beauty but is it a reason to
treat others with contempt?
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Uko navuye ku ibere
A compelling narrative on how
a young boy managed to stop
breastfeeding.
P1-P3, Pre-primary (Read Aloud)

Wantwikiriye
What do you use to keep
yourself warm and dry
when it rains?

Ubucuti bw’intare n’imbeba
Lion and rat were
loyal friends until
famine hit in their
village and they end
up secretly betraying
each other. Will they
ever become friends
again?
P1-P3, Pre-primary (Read
Aloud)

Ruvu
Ruvu a brave
chameleon decides
to start a journey
towards the kingdom
with a purpose of
becoming a king’s
warrior, will he make
it?
P1-P6 (Read Aloud)

Mama, nakunze
ishuri

Mama,
nzimya

A first day to school book for
every child.

The girl in this
book like s to
play and run
around everywhere, every
near the fire!
That is not very
safe of her to
do so.

Umuseke utambitse
Mugisha is a curious
boy who has a hard time
waking up in the morning.
When he hears about
dawn, he wants to see it.
This book creatively takes
us through to his journey
with his mother discovering dawn.
P1-P3, Pre-primary (Read Aloud)

Uri umwana
mwiza
Have you ever
wondered what a
good child looks
like? This book
gives you set of
traits of a good
child.
P1-P3, Pre-primary
(Read Aloud)
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Perdua
Publishers

Sano atangira
ishuri
Sano shares how his first
day at school went.

Nyiramusambi
The crown crane was born
with a shining necklace. In a
big tree where she was living,
she used to attract other animals because of her shining
necklace and nice singing.
One day, the necklace got
lost and it became a concern
of all animals. They then all
came for her help to find that
necklace. Was it found?
P1-P3

Marigarita

Muyaga n’Ibiza

Gihwagari, the son of King Nyamishaba was mature enough to get married. His father convened
all people to bring their daughters for beauty
contest to select the wife for him. Find out how
Marigarita won the hand of Gihwagari among
other girls.

A story on natural disasters and how a community
mitigated them to protect
their soils and other natural treasures.

P1-P3

Amahirwe y’inyamanza
Inyamanza had
chance to
become a trusted
king’s
servant. Other birds
were
very jealous of it.
What will happen?

Mama urahebuje
A lmoving prose of a daughter’s love to her
mother.
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Kuki akunda
igare

Inzovu ndamwaye

Did you know that
riding a bike wad fun,
environment-friendly,
and good for your
health?

Little Elephant misbehaved and is a little
ashamed. Come and
tell it will be okay.

Beza na Beze
igice cya kabiri

Itaba karame
Igikeri Nyamabondo

“Karame” is an important word in
Kinyarwanda. Discover when to
use it.

Beza na Beze like science and discovering
new things. Join them
in exploring the world
around them!

After celebrating the
birthday of the mother
frog, all grandchildren
and great-grandchildren
went back to their holes
and the mother frog
went her way. Instantly,
she came to a daunting
scenario. How did she
overcome this situation?

Beza na Beze
igice cya
mbere
It is culturally
forbidden to whistle
at night because
it is believed
that this practice
brings snakes in
the house. In this
book, the two twins
(Beze and Beza)
broke this tradition
and ended up with
a great discovery.
What was it?

P1-P3

Kobwa
na Hungu
Kobwa na
Hungu like
to play.
What are
their favorite
games?

Ikirura n’abana
After disregarding their grandfather’s advice, the three
children faced a challenge
in the forest while they were
collecting firewood. Who of
the three attracted the trouble
and how did it end?
P1-P3

Amatungo ya
Baginama
Baginama has got
many animals and
they like to spend
their days talking.
What do they talk
about?

Kaneza ashimirwa
Kaneza receives a great award from her school.

Kanyamanza
Kanyamanza once
had a dream to
become very rich.
Though she went
through hardship,
she pursued her
dream and finally it
came true.
P1-P3

Rise & Shine Publishers
Agasaro
kange

Abana dukunda umunyenga

A child found a bead
that did amazing
sounds. What did it
sound like?

Children love fun.
Discover how in this
book.

Bakame na Bihehe ibwami
If you want to keep
your friend forever,
don’t act like Bakame
in this book.

Feza agurukana n’utunyoni
Feza has birds for
friends, and can fly
in the sky. But there
is a secret behind
her adventures.

Gisorori, Sahane
na Safuriya iwabo
It is not easy to libe together
in a society, but these three
friends must find a solution
to live together in peace.

Boyi abona
ikiyoka
Boyi climbed the tree
and found something
scary in it! What was
it?

Gapusi na
Kabeba
Mouse and Cat are
eternal enemies, but
in this story they live

Dudu akangwa n’umwana
basa
Dudu Akangwa N’umwana Bameze Kimwe
is a very relatable
story for children
about Dudu discovering about his shadow
and how it annoyed
him before that.
Pre-Primary, P1-P3

Madudu na
Mafene ni
imbusane
Madudu na Mafene
are so different but
come together well.
Discover opposites
through this story.
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Iwacu mu mudugudu
Imikino
dukunda

Discription of Story Iwacu mu mudugudu is a creative book about the
different careers in our neighborhoods.
P1-P3

Children play
different games at
school. is there your
favorite one in this
book?

Kagabo yisubiyeho
Kagabo yisubiyeho is another
relatable story for all children
about their plays at school and
forgetting their belongings, their
fear and friendships.
Pre-Primary, P1-P3

Iyo twishimye

In our village, we are happy. And we have different ways to show

it!

Kabibi na Serukiranyi
Most children are
afraid of Serukiranyi, but Kabibi is
not. Find out his
secret.

Toto bwa
mbere mu modoka
Toto goes to the city for
the first time.

Nzi kubara
kugeza ku
icumi
Can you count up
to ten?
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School Books Distributors
Amateka ya Ndabaga
Abana bakunda amatungo
Children love many
things, and they
love animals too.

An illustrated adaptation on Ndabaga,
the renowned heroin and warrior in
Rwandan history.

Akabeba Rufigi

P1-P3 and pre- primary (Read Aloud)

Rufigi thought he could
fool everyone in the forest. But Rufigi will realize
there is a cost to his
duplicity.

Bakame mu
bibazo bikomeye
Bakame yigira umwami
w’ishyamba
Bakame never
cease to surprise
us. Read his new
adventure in this
book.

Bobo n’igare
In this edition, Bobo meets different people traveling in different ways.

On Lake Hago,
Bakame and Gikeri
have very noisy animal
friends and they hardly
sleep. How will they
find a solution to their
problem?
P1-P6

P1-P3

Bobo n’ikibuye kinini
Bwoba n’imbogo
Discription of Story
Suggested reading level
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Bobo runs to bathe at a river, meeting
different animals on the way. Reaching
the river, he sits on a “rock”, washes
his face, hands and legs. Standing up
after washing himself, surprisingly, the
“rock” also stands up!
P1-P3

Gapingiri
Gapingiri went to
the river and took
something that he
shouldn’t take; will
be wise enough to
return it to whom it
is due?

Ganza na
Susa
Ganza finds a
puppy in the bushes
on the way to his
school and decides
to take it home and
name it Susa. Ganza’s Mom doesn’t
want to see Susa
anywhere in the
house. But things
will change when
Susa shows his loyalty and becomes
the hero of the
neighborhood.

Gasaro
n’abajura
Gasaro is a princess and she goes
to look for fruits as
usual when she
sees terrible thieves
that have strongly
disturbed her father’s kingdom, how
does she help to get
them caught?

P1-P3

Gapapayi n’inkoko ye
Discription of Story Gapapayi is
a boy who likes hens but his Dad
doesn’t want to see him around
them. However, Gapapayi will learn
that the hens have an amazing
ability that just might change his
fathers’ mind.

Pre-primary, P2, P3

P1-P3

Dudu
n’agapupe ke
A wonderful of
Dudu’s adventure in
the fairy land.

Ibikoresho
bya Kinyarwanda
Discover the
traditional tools of
Rwanda.

Incuti Nyayo
Elephant has many
friends who like to
enjoy parties with
him. But will they
be present when he
needs them most?
Are all of them his
true friends? Let’s
see what happens
when Elephant
learns who his true
friend was.
P2,P3

Indirimbo
z’abana
A book of popular
songs and poems
for children.
Pre-primary (songs),
P1-P3
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Ineza ihosha
uburakari

Intare mu kibindi

Minani is desperate
because of Rusahuzi, the big rat that
steals his clothes
and objects. But Minani is a good man
and helps a lot of
animals, welcoming
them in his home.
One day, Minani is
attacked by Rusiha,
but his friends will
do everything it
takes to rescue him.

Intare mu kibindi is an
amazingly interesting
book and thrills the curiosity of both children
and adults, find out
how a lion ended up in
the huge pot of the potter and what happened
when the people found
out.

P1-P3

Kagoma,
Inkoko n’Imbata
Kagoma wants
to hunt the little
ducklings, but their
community has a
counter-attack plan.
Who will win?

Inkomoko
y’ubwanwa
n’inzara

P1-P4

A traditional story
about Bwanwa
(Beard) and Inzara
(Hunger), the best
friends that have
ever lived. Unfortunately, one of them
is very greedy and
dishonest. What will
happen to them?
The end of the story
will surprise you!
P1-P3, Pre-primary
(Read Aloud)

Nayima na
Nima
Nayima and Nima
is a great book
about family love,
hard work at school,
reward and encouragement.

Kanyoni Keza

P1-P3 and pre- primary
(Read Aloud)

P1-P3, Pre-primary level

An attractive
counting book about
colors and feathers.

Ngabo n’incuti ze
ebyiri
Ngabo n’incuti ze ebyiri
is cute story of a boy’s
empathy and love for pets,
find out how he learns to
live with them.
P1-P3
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Twikinire
Bobo and Shami are friends and
like playing together. One day as
they play they lose their ball. This
beautifully illustrated story takes
us on an adventurous journey to
find the boys’ ball.
P1-P3, Pre-primary level

Umuryango
wa Titi

Uburyo bwo gutwara abantu n’ibintu

Umuryango wa Titi
is a creative book
about family relations. It has fun repetition and rhymes
throughout.

A concept book about
transportation methods in
Rwanda.

P1-P3

P1-P3, Pre-primary

Urugendo rwa Sarigoma mu mugi
Urugendo rwa Sarigoma
mu mugi is an adventurous story about Sarigoma
discovering the town and
finding out why he has to go
back home and study.
P1-P3, Pre-primary (Read Aloud)

Udusimba duto
A concept book on insects, colorful
with pictures designed by using
the collage technique.

Urukwavu
rwange
rwiza

P1-P3, Pre-primary

Urukwavu Rwange
Rwiza is a story
about passion for
domestic animals,
and rewarding hard
work.

Umugani wa Bakame
n’akanyamasyo

P1-P3

Umugani wa Bakame n’akanyamasyo is a traditional tale about the
hare and the tortious organizing a
running competition, re-written in
the local context and well-illustrated
this book is fun to read for children.
P1-P3, Pre-primary (Read Aloud)

Umunsi
wange
An informative
book about telling
time and common
activities performed
throughout the day.
P1-P3

Utugoma twa Toto na Gato
Utugoma twa Toto na Gato is a lovely book
for emergent readers about their love for
music and birds.
Pre-Primary
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Mureke dusome!

